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Characteristics of the South African economy   Characteristics of the South African economy   

Small open economySmall open economy
–– M+X = 43% of GDP (2004)M+X = 43% of GDP (2004)

Exporter of commoditiesExporter of commodities
–– Historically related to the commodity price cycleHistorically related to the commodity price cycle

Diminished role of gold exportsDiminished role of gold exports
–– 1980 = 50% ; 2004 = 10,5%1980 = 50% ; 2004 = 10,5%



Series selected by the OECD:Series selected by the OECD:

4) Consumer confidence index4) Consumer confidence index

Other indicatorsOther indicators
1) Retail sales of motorcars1) Retail sales of motorcars

2) Merchandise exports2) Merchandise exports

3) Rate of increase in average domestic selling price per unit o3) Rate of increase in average domestic selling price per unit off

productionproduction

2) Number of factory workers in manufacturing2) Number of factory workers in manufacturing

1) Production volumes in manufacturing1) Production volumes in manufacturing

3) Gold price in rand3) Gold price in rand

Future tendency surveysFuture tendency surveys



Additional series suggested by the SARBAdditional series suggested by the SARB

Financial indicatorsFinancial indicators
1) Interest rate spread1) Interest rate spread

2) Prices of all classes of shares traded on the JSE2) Prices of all classes of shares traded on the JSE

Labour market indicatorsLabour market indicators
1) Labour productivity in manufacturing1) Labour productivity in manufacturing

2) Job advertisement space in the Sunday Times newspaper2) Job advertisement space in the Sunday Times newspaper

2) Level of inventories in relation to expected demand in2) Level of inventories in relation to expected demand in

manufacturing and trademanufacturing and trade

1) Average hours worked per factory worker in manufacturing1) Average hours worked per factory worker in manufacturing

3) Real M1 money supply3) Real M1 money supply

Future tendency surveysFuture tendency surveys



Additional series suggested by the SARBAdditional series suggested by the SARB

2) Number of residential building plans approved for flats,2) Number of residential building plans approved for flats,

townhouses and houses larger than 80mtownhouses and houses larger than 80m²²

External indicatorsExternal indicators
1) Leading business cycle indicator of trading partner countries1) Leading business cycle indicator of trading partner countries

2) Commodity price index2) Commodity price index

3) Gross operating surplus as a percentage of gross domestic3) Gross operating surplus as a percentage of gross domestic

productproduct

1) Number of new motorcars sold1) Number of new motorcars sold

Real indicators (trade, investment, profits)Real indicators (trade, investment, profits)


